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On January 29, 1991, it was identified that a small portion of Non Safety
Related tubing in the Air Start System for Emergency Diesel Generator No. 21
(EDG) was not seismically qualified. Failure of this 1/4 inch tubing would

-

create a potential leak path from both of the independent Safety Related EDG
air start headers and potentially none of the three EDGs could be started. At'

the time of discovery, Unit 1 was'at 100 percent power and Unit 2 was in Cold
Shutdown (MODE 5) at a tempecature of 113 degrees Fahrenheit and atitospheric
pressure.

The cause of the event was an error in the design of the EDG Alr- Start System.

Tdoing for two of the three EDGs were subsequently determined to be capable of
withstanding a seismic event. If a seismic event occurred simultaneously or
after an event requiring the EDGs start, the EDGs would most likely have
started before the air headers -lost enough air to prevent a start. This
condition resulted in an-event of low safety nignificance.

;

Corrective actions include declaring the EDGs incperable, entering appropriate
.

Technical Specification ACTION Statements, isolating the tubing and restoring|
OPERABILITY of the EDGs, initiating a temporary modification to restore normal
charging of the EDG Air Start System, and initiating a permanent modification

i to correct the non seismically qualified tubing.
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I. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

On January 29, 1991, it was identified that a small portion of Non Safety Related
(NSR) tubing in the Air Start System for Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) No. 21-
was not seismically qualified and thur was subject to failure during a seismic
event. This 1/4 inch tubing connects both of the independent Safety Related (SR)
EDG air start headers to the cylinder unloading device on the NSR air
compresrors. Failure of this tubing would drain down the independent SR EDG air
start headers.

The three EDGs share two independent air supply headers (East and West). Each
header is supplied by three air receivers, Three NSR air corrpressors provide
compressed air for the system. The cylinder unloader is a device which allows
the compressor to start with no discharge pressure in order to reduce the
duration of the starting current on the compressor motor,

The potential leak path was created by a design error, A shuttle valve is used
to allow either of the air start headers, whichever is at a higher pressure, to
supply air to the cylinder unloading device on each NSR air compressor (Figure
1). During a design review of the EDG System, it was identified that the shuttle
valves supplying air to the cylinder unloading devices would not act as check
valves as assumed in the design, Therefore, a failure of the tubing leading to
the unloader devices on any of the three air compressors would release the air
from both air headers and all the air receivers. At the time of discovery, Unit
I was at 100 percent power and Unit 2 was in Cold Shutdown (MODE 5) at a
temperature of 113 degrees Fahrenheit and atmospheric pressure.

II. CAUSE OF Tile EVENT

The cause of the event was an error in the design of the EDG Air Start System. A
break in the tubing between the shuttle valve and the air compressors was not

-considered when the system was designed. The shuttle valve (double check valve)
was designed te prevent a loss of both SR air headers and ensure a supply of air
to the compressor unloader in the event of a loss of air in any single SR header.
The shuttle valve was erroneously considered to be the SR boundary for the air
cystem and a break in the common tubing between the shuttle valve and the
coupressors was not considered. Beceuse the shuttle valve was considered the SR
boundary, the tubing downstream of thu shuttle valve was considered NSR and not
required to be seismically qualified.

The shuttle valve discussed in this report is a specialized component and no
other applications are known to exist at Calvert Cliffs. There has been no
indication that similar generic design errors exist in other equipment from this
manufacturer.
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III. ANAINSIS OF EVENT

The desi n error discussed above created the potential that the. failure of a6
piece of 1/4 inch NSR tubing supplying the cylinder unloading device on any of
the three EDG air compressors could result in bleeding air from tha air receivers
of both air starting systems for all three EDCs. Stress analysis cetstmined that
the tubing down stream of the shuttle valves for EDGs Nos.11 and 12 were capable
of withstanding a seismic event. The tubing for EDG No. 21 could not be
seismically qualified and could fail during a seismic event. A piece of 1/4 inch
tubing near the unloader device was the most likely failure point.

This condition would not affect the EDGa if they were already running and a
subsequent seismic event caused the air tubing to fail. If a seismic event
caused a loss of Off Site Power or occurred simultaneously with an event

requiring the EDCs to start, enough air would be available to start the EDGs.

If a seismic or other event caused the air tubing to fail, three air compressors

are designed to start chargin6 the system on low pressure. Any one air
compressor would be sufficient to make up for this postulated leak and to
establish an Air Start System equilibrium pressure of approximately 80 psia,
enough to start the EDGs. The reliability of the compressors is further enhanced
by the fact that one of the air compressors can be run from a small dedicated
diesel engina.

If the seismic event was strong enough to cause a loss of a large amount of NSR
equipment so that all three air compressors failed, an automatic start of the
EDCs would likely be required before enough air leaked out to prevent the EDGs
from starting.

In the event of a catastrophic tubing rupture, factors that would impact on the
time delay between a catastrophic rupture and the time available to start an EDG
or isolate the leak are:

Leakage path is limited to a piece of 1/4 inch tubing.-

The collective capacity of the air receivers.-

The low end of the normal system pressure is 213 psia and the EDGs can-

start from a pressure of approximately 80 psia.

Based on these factors, approximately 16 minutes is available from the time of
the catastrophic rupture to the time when the EDGs can no longer be started, if
no air compressors are available.

- _ - _ _ - _ - . . _ _ _ - _________
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The fact that the copper tubing is not likely to rupture catastrophically, but
would more likely crack than shear, provides additional conservatism.

This condition is cons,idered reportable per 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(v). "Any event or
condition that alone could havo prevented the fulfillment of a safety function of
structures or systems that are needed to: (a) shutdown the reactor and maintain
it in a safe shutdown condition; (b) remove residual heat: (c) control the
release of radioactive material; or (d) mitigate the consequences of an
accident." Based on the redundancy of the NSR compressors and the small amount
of affected tubing, the failure of the EDGs to fulfill their safety function is
considered extremely unlikely and therefore of low safety significance.

IV. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

1. Upon discovery of the condition EDas were declared inoperable and
Technical Specification ACTION Statements 3.8.1.1 (two separate and
independent EDGs not OPERABLE in MODE 1) for Unit I and 3.8.1.2 (one EDG
not OPERABLE in MODE 5) and 3.8.2.2 (AC electrical busses not aligned to an
OPERABLE EDC) for Unit 2 were entered, The EDGs were made ''ERABLE by
shutting the SR. isolation valves between the air headers and the shuttle
valve. This established a SR boundary and redundant air headers. The
ACTION Statements were exited before any cdditional action was required,
To compensate for loss of pressure to the unloader device, operators were
assigned to take periodic prescure readings and manually charge the system
as necessary to maititain system pressure within design limits. An operator
remained in the EDG room while the isolation valves were open for system
charging.

2. A 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluation was performed to install a temporary
modification to_ restore pressure for the unloader device and automatic
charging of the EDG air start system was reestablished. The modification
provided pressurized air for the air compressor unloader devices from the
instrument air system.

3. A permanent modification to the EDG air start system tubing between
the air compressors and the shuttle valve is scheduled to be installed to !

establish a permanent SR boundary.
|

|
|
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V. ADDITIONAL INFOPJiATION

A. Affected Component Identification

EIIS EIIS
Component Funct Code System Code

Tubing TBG EK
Isolation Valve ISV EK
Receiver RCV EK
Compressor CMP EK

Diesel Generator DC EK

Shuttle Valve XCV EK

B. Previous Similar Events

There have been no previous similar events.
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: SIMPLIFIED EDG AIR START SYSTEM DIAGRAM >|
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